NWO Open Access policy for projects funded from 1-1-2016 to 1-1-2021

NWO has updated its Open Access policy in accordance with the requirements of Plan S and cOAlition S. The new requirements will apply to publications resulting from projects funded on the basis of calls for proposals published by NWO from 1 January 2021 onwards.

For projects awarded before 1-1-2021 and after 1-1-2016, different requirements apply. The most important differences are:

- When publishing in open access, the use of a Creative Commons licence is strongly recommended but not required. Any CC licence type is allowed.
- If the green route is used, the publication must be made freely accessible immediately upon publication. Preference is given to the version of record or author accepted manuscript. If the embargo requirements of the publisher do not allow this, open access sharing of a preprint is accepted. More information on embargo requirements set by publishers can be found at: https://v2.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/

The following conditions apply:

All publications emerging from projects funded by NWO from 1-1-2016 onwards must be made available in Open Access immediately upon publication. NWO accepts three routes:

- Gold: publication in a full Open Access journal registered in the Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ)
- Hybrid: publication in a hybrid journal. The Dutch Association of Universities has a series of agreements with major publishers that allow Dutch researchers to publish in these journals at no extra cost. See on that subject: www.openaccess.nl
- Green: publication in a closed subscription journal and sharing a version of the article directly (without embargo) via an open access repository (preferably the version of record, otherwise the authors accepted manuscript or the preprint). The repository should be registered in the Directory of Open Access Repositories (OpenDOAR).

For questions, please contact:
Hans de Jonge (h.dejonge@nwo.nl / open-access@nwo.nl)